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Hawaiian blessing
Thesday, March 19, 9-9:15 a.m., Ohi'a Cafeteria,
Kawika Napoleon with students of Hawaiian Language

EALAE
E alae
Kala i kahikina
I ka moana, ka moana
hohonu
Pi 'i ka lew a, ka lewa
nu'u
I ka hikina, aia ka la

HOMAI
E ho mai ka 'ike mai
luna mai e
Ina mea huna no 'eau
0 ka na'au e
E ho mai
Eho mai
E ho mai e

EALAE

HO MAI

Rise up, the sun in the east
In the ocean, in the deep
ocean
Rise up in the sky to the
upper stratum
In the east is the sun (arise!)

Bring back to us
knowledge from above
Of the hidden skills of the
heart
Bring it back, bring it
back, bring it back to us.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Tuesday, March 19, 9:30-1 0:45 'Ohi'a cafeteria:
Guest Speaker: Puanani Burgess

Guest artist Gayathri plays the gottuvadya1n. Story on page two.

Burgess: 'Building the beloved community'
Institute for the Advancement of
Hawaiian Affairs that is working
Assist. Editor
for the independence of Hawai 'i
from the United States. As if that
Kapi' olani Community College's
was not enough, Burgess has also
annual International Festival will be
assisted in the incorporation, planinitiated this year by a local woman
ning and obtaining nonprofit stawho has gained national recognition.
tus for six Wai' anae community orPuanani Burgess, Executive Direcganizations and she is currently
tor of the Wai ' anae Coast Commuaiding in the development and fanity Alternative Development Corcilitating the writing for proposals
poration, will be the keynote speaker
of grants for four communities on
for this year 's festival.
the Big Island.
She will be speaking on "BuildBurgess has won numerous proing the Beloved Community."
fessional civic awards and honors
Burgess is extensively involved in
for her achievements, including
all aspects of Hawaiian issues and
one from the International Union
culture. Besides being the Executive
for the Conservation of Nature for
Director of the WCCADC, which
her work as reporter for the Workattempts to build a self-sufficient
shop on Indigenous people and the
community through traditional HaEnvironment. She was selected for
waiian values, cooperation and hard
a Weinberg Fellowship Internship.
work, Burgess is also currently on the
She was also appointed by GoverBoard of Directors for the Wai'anae
nor Waihee in 1991 to the State of
Coast Community. Mental Health
Hawai'i 's Aquaculture Advisory
Center, of which she was the
Council.
organization's first president. In adBurgess has been involved in a
dition, she is also president of the
number of conferences and work'Opelu Project, a community orgashops across the nation. She has
nization which teaches traditional
spoken at places and on subjects.
Hawaiian fishing techniques to local
At the East-West Center in Honoyouths; a Board member of the
lulu, she contributed to an internaWai'anae Women's Support Group
tional conference entitled "Peoples
that focuses on women's, children's
Initiative to Overcome Poverty." At
and family's issues; a member of the
the University of Missouri's DePacific-Asian Council of Indigenous
partment of Religion she conPeoples, which is concerned with
ducted workshops on the particihuman rights issues for Pacific and
pation of indigenous peoples in
Asian People; and president of the
Community-Based Economic De-

By Damien Lock

velopment. At Harvard University,
she was guest lecturer on the subject of Native Hawaiian values and
Community-Based Economic Development.
Burgess earned a bachelor 's degree in English from the University
of Hawai'i in 1979. After receiving
her degree, she attended the University of Hawai'i 's Richardson School
of Law for two and a half years, but
decided in her last year that she
would not continue because, ''I
wanted to understand how that system worked and not be incorporated
into that system."
It is a decision she has never
regretted.

Ehnic Cuisine
in the cafeteria
Cuisines from India,
China, the Philippines
and Hawai 'i will be
served in the cafeteria
all week. See page 13
for a complete menu
for the week.
Also, a Hawaiian
luau will be held on
Thursday night. Tickets will be sold during
the festival.

Choosing My Name
By Puanani Burgess
When I was born my mother gave me three names :
Christabelle, Yoshie and Puanani .
Christabelle was my "English" name,
my social security card name,
my school name,
the name I gave when teachers asked me
for my ''real" name,
a safe name.
Yoshie was my home name,
my everyday name,
the name that reminded my father's family
that I was Japanese, even though
my nose, hips and feet were wide,
the name that made me acceptable to them
who called my Hawaiian mother kuori (black),
a saving name.
Puanani is my chosen name,
my piko name connecting me to the 'aina
and the kai and the po 'e kahikomy blessing; my burden;
my amulet; my spear.
Published in Ho'omanoa, An Anthology of Contemporary
Hawaiian Literature.

For information on the following
events, see the following pages:
Koa Art Gallery
Digital Visions
japanese Papers

Page 10
Page 12
Page II
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THE MUSIC OF INDIA
Tuesday, March 19, I I - 12: IS, 'Ohi'a Cafeteria
Guest Musician: Gayathri Rajapur accompanied byTambura players
Sponsored by the J.Watumull Fund

Gayathri, a touch of India
Lisha Mott
Staff Writer

Gayathri is as exotic as is the
sound of her name. To speak with
her is to encounter a sense of mysticism and spirituality and a feeling
of contentment and peacefulness.
Everything about her paints a
contrast between the old, traditional
India, and modern Western society.
Although her home is no different
than those we are accustomed to
from the outside, the interior exudes an ambiance of Indian culture.
Seated on a sofa built low to the
floor, with cushions thrown about,
Gayathri is dressed in traditional
Indian costume. An earthy, multicolored sari is draped from her
shoulder, and wrapped around her
waist. Then a long and lightweight
skirt matching the sari she wears
hangs loosely at the top of her feet.
Her forehead is marked with a
religious symbol of Hinduism, a red
dot on her forehead just between her
eyebrows, and her long, salt and
peppered hair is worn parted and
pulled back into a long, thick braid
that hangs past her waist. Her dark
eyes complement the tiny lines of
life when she smiles; and when she
speaks, an audible Indian accent
adds the finishing touch.
Born in a little town named
Holenarsipur, located in the Mysore
district near the state of Karnataka
in South India, Gayathri studied

music from the time she was 3 years
of age.
Her grandfather was "an intense
music student," says Gayathri, and
her father and uncle were both musicians. Her early lessons in music
were given by her uncle; and at age
11 years, she received formal musical training in the city of Tamil
Nadu. She was already making professional appearances by the time
she_ was 10 years old.
Dr. Gayathri Kassebaum is a
master with an instrument called the
gottuvadyam (go tu va dyam),
which is a type of vina instrument
that is played like a steel guitar, but
with a wooden bar instead of a metal
one. This "bar" slides along the
instrument strings for variations and
fluctuations in tones.
Its physical makeup is similar to
that of a Japanese keto instrument,
but it is more rounded at the head,
which is shaped like a giant gourd.
The body of the gottuvadyam is
long, and is played in the same fashion as the keto, with the artist and
the instrument sitting on the floor.
The music one hears from this
instrument is hauntingly mysterious. The tones have no melody or
harmony, such as we know it. Instead, it has what is known as "augmented and micro tonal sounds,
with a soft, continual, accent of
music, e ellished with ornamentations," explains Gayathri.
The music played would be most
similar to that of Asian music but,

with a more dimensional feel. It is
soothing to the ear, and almost transcending , similar to when one meditates . The sounds take you into a
separate state, and the listener is left
with a tingling sensation.
Watching Gayathri play the
gottuvadyum and listening to a
small segment of her talent, one can
feel the reverence she projects as she
plays. There is a deep sense of
bonding as artist and instrument join
together, and one can actually feel
a part of her flowing from her hand
through the instrument, as the sound
vibrates pleasantly into your ears.
This is an experience you will be
able to share during the International Festival
The "category" of music played
by Gayathri is referred to as "classical" and is traditional of South
India. "There is a difference in the
music of North India, where the sitar comes from, and South India,
where the vina comes from," says
Gayathri, "and the difference is in
the emphasis." She also says that
the music of the North is influenced
more by the Middle East, than is the
South. There are other variations
in the category of music such as
popular and folk, but most of the
themes presented in all songs are
more "prayer-like and spiritual" as
opposed to those of personal pain
from the loss of a lover theme, such
as it is for the American version of
pop or folk.
And yes, Gayathri sings. "The

Gayathri Rajapur

instrument is like an echo of ttie
voice," she says. "In Indian music,
what I sing I play, and what I play I
sing." The combination of her playing and singing is hypnotizing . It
takes listener physically into India,
via the mind, bringing visuals to the
forefront, while at the same time,
heightening all ones senses.
An accomplished educator and
musician, Gayathri received her
masters ' degree at the University of
Hawai'i, Manoa, and received her
Ph.D. at the University of Washington, in Seattle. She also attended
the University of California Los
Angeles for two years, and has
taught Indian music for the past 16
years. She has recently been asked
by the World Book Encyclopedia to
write for them, in the category of
Indian music.
Gayathri has been in the United
States since 1963, when she was

Photo by Neal Fujio

asked to teach the playing of the
gottuvadyum a\. UCLA. After
teaching for two years, she returned
to India and man·ied a man she met
while at UCLA. They lived in
Egypt for a while, before returning
to the United States, after-which,
they moved to Hawai 'i. Upon settling down and raising their son who
is presently residing in San Francisco, Gayathri returned to school
for her Ph.D. in Washington; then
returned again to Hawaii, where she
and her husband presently reside.
As a child, Gayathri remembers
nursery songs. In a demonstration
of one song in particular, she translates the meaning: "I wish to be that
of a beautiful flower in the mist of
a great forest, to spread my beautiful fragrance everywhere, and to
touch everyone with that fragrance,
as does the beautiful flower."

INDIAAT A CROSSROADS: ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIESAND CULTURAL CHALLENGES
Tuesday, March 19, 12:30-1:45 p.m., 'Ohi'a 118
Guest speaker: lnder Kapur, sponsored by PAAC

India: Cottage Industry to .computer software
Steve Murray
Co-editor
Referring to leaders of the
worlds most powerful nations such
as LBJ, Khrushchev, Tito and
Nehru, as if he were talking about
someone he met at Safeway, lnder
Kapur displays a down-to-earth approach to life that is somewhat startling.
Kapur will be speaking during
the international festival on the
topic: "India at the Crossroads: Economic Opportunity and Cultural
Challenges.
India is definitely a country at the
crossroads. India, which boasts the
world fifth largest economy, is
quickly becoming an economic giant within the textile and computer
software industry. Kapur credits
this growth in business to the policies of the Indian government. The
government has aggressively approved pro-business legislation that

has stimulated a once stagnant
economy.
India's rich history of adapting
other cultures into their own is a key
to the economic success, Kapur
said. ''Without question, India's cultural beliefs have a definite impact
on the way business is done."
Kapur's comment on the cultural
influence on the economy seems to
reflect the Hindu ideal of settings
sights on the performance of duties,
without attachment to the outcome.
Born in India and educated at the
University of Agra, the city that
boasts the Tahja Mahal, Kapur
graduated with a liberal arts degree.
"At the time there was no
schools of journalism in India. You
just did it. You get published and
that's it," Kapur said.
In 1965 he accepted a fellowship
at the Columbia University School
of Journalism, which was a part of
the Advanced International Reporting Program.
For six years Kapur was a part

of a small press core that traveled
with Prime Minister Nehru, India's
first elected prime minister, after
winning independence from England. After the death of Nehru,
Kapur traveled with Indira Ghandi,
Nehru's daughter, when she became
prime minister.
Kapur is a scholarly looking
gentlemen who likes to accent his
point with hand gestures. When
asked a question he quickly considers his answer before eloquently
stating his reply.
According to Kapur, India's
Prime Minister Nehru was a man of
great intellect with a charismatic
personality. "Nehru was so popular
at the time of independence that he
could have taken the country in any
direction he wanted," Kapur said.
Former Prime Minister Nehru is
second to only Mahatma Ghandi as
a national hero. It was Nel:uu 's policies that laid the foundations of
democratic India.
"He built all the frame work for

India's democracy. Freedom exhilarates India," Kapur said.
Indira Ghandi, Nehru's only
child and India's Prime Minister
from 1966-1982, was completely
different from her father in personality.
"She was a much more reserved
·person and very controversial,"
Kapur said.
Through meetings and interviews, Kapur has been able to form
what may be surprising opinions of
other world leaders. Kapur's observations of Soviet Premier Nakita
Khrushchev seem to go against
what we may remember of him.
The public persona of Khrushchev
was one of a stern, cold dictator.
Kapur's observation was quite different.
"He was very warm and jovial.
He was actually a very funny man
[Jugoslavian dictator Marshall].
Tito, on the other hand, was more
reserved," Kapur said.
Kapur's talents enabled him to

explore other avenues. He wrote lyrics for Indian movies and appeared
on the Indian National Radio Broadcasts. The ·internationally renowned
dancer Uma Sharma recently presented a concert in New Delhi in
which she danced to Kapur's poetry.
The event was sponsored by the Indian Council for Cultural Relations.
lnder Kapur has lived in Hawai 'i
for the past 17 years.
"I came to Hawai 'i for the climate and the cultural mix," Kapur
said.
Now in semi retirement, Kapur
spends most of his time concentrating on his poetry and occasionally
writing articles for newspapers and
magazines upon request.
lnder Kapur has rubbed elbows
with the world's most powerful
leaders and has had his work read
and published all over the world,
and yet it appears to him to just be
part of the job.
Hl've really enjoyed my life,"
Kapur said. It's no wonder why.
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UNBOUND:WOMEN IN CHINESE LITERATURE
Tuesd ay, March 19, 2-3: IS p.m., 'Ohia I 18
Guest Speaker: Loretta Pang

How do women fare
in literature?
Lorett a Pang, who has devoted
much of her academic life studying
Chinese history and literature, will
discuss how women are depicted in
Chinese literature.
The title, "Unbound: Women in
Chinese Literature," is a pl ay on
fo ot binding and the restraints on
women in Chinese society. Pang
intends to discuss literature about
and by women in a social context
- how they are presented and how
they present themselves.

Pang was part of the original task
force that carne up with the ide a of
developing an Asian-Pacific emph asis at Kapi 'olani.
She has studied in Taiwan both
as a student at the East-West Center
an d as a fa culty m e mb er on
sab atical. Since then, she has tra velled to China several times.
Pang is now completing work on
her dissertation, " Women 's Educ ation and Activitisrn at the Turn of
the Century in China."

INTERNATIONAL FILM SHOWINGS
Tuesday, March 19, 3:30 - 5:30 p.m ., 'Ohi'a I 18
"Eat, Drink, Man, Woman;' Taiwan
A story of relationships against sumptuous banquets guaranteed to make
you hungry!
_
Tuesday, March 19, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m., ' Ohi'a 118
"Bombay," India
A Romeo-Juliet story set in Bombay during the Muslim-Hindu riots of
the ' 90s.

Photo by Moriso Teraoka

POETRY READINGS & COFFEE HOUR
Tuesday, March 19, 3:30-5 p.m., Ko!l Gallery
Students in Keith Kashiwada 's class will be reading selections from "Ho'omanoa," ''Bamboo Ridge," and poetry
by Juliet S. Kono. Front row, left to right: Tani Miura, Alysa Makahanaloa, Mark Yillamor, Elliot Tarnai and
Vita, Ariya Ahrary, Naoko Shiroma. Back row, left to right: Mike Simshauser, Monique Schlemmer, Teri
Thomas, Auhilani Gomez, Christine McKinney, Instructor Keith Kashiwada, Denise Pimental, Autumn Lee,
Andrew Hall, Lori Arakaki, Melanie Lessett. Kashiwada, who is active in Kumu Kahua Theater, will begin
directing "The Watcher's of Waipuna" in May.

INDIAN WAYS OF KNOWING: THE PHILOSOPHY OF FOOD
Tuesday, March 19, 6-7 p.m. 'Ohelo Banquet room
Guest Speaker: Arindam Chakrabarti,sponsored by the j. Watumull Fund

Food for thought: A look at Indian Philosophy
By Chris Torres and Staff
KCC will have the honor of having Arindam Chakrabarti, Rama
Watumull Distinguished Visiting
Professor, speak during the International Festival. The event is sponsored by the J. Watumull Fund.
Chakrabarti, whose curriculum
vitae include a Ph.D. from Oxford
University, a lengthy list of publications and currently a professorship at the Department of Philosophy at the University of Delhi, will
speak on "Indian Ways of Knowing:
The Philosophy of Food."
Although several of his publications deal with knowing from
words, Chakrabarti has decided to
examine knowing by comparing it

to eating, the state of mind toward
the consumption of food and the
ethics of food sharing. The idea
came while he was reading the
Upanishad, the philosophical cream
of the Vedas, the Hindu scripture.
" People think that Indian spirituality is based only upon transcendental concepts and ignores the
body. Actually, Indian philosophy
has a very healthy and positive attitude toward the body. And a part of
what you eat is supposed to nourish
even your subtle body which transmigrates after you die. So eating is
a sort of sacrificial offering at the
temple I call 'my body' according
to the Bhagavgita," he said.
Learning is not limited to perception, Chakrabarti pointed out.
"In India, one of the best ways

to master knowledge is by teaching;
it is the sharing of knowledge. Just
as you are not su_p_posed to eat alone,
you are not supposed to keep all
your knowledge to yourself."
The Upanishad asks, 'Who am
I? ' My first identity is an eater of
food because you need to eat to survive," Chakrabarti said.
The next question would be how
much and what to eat. "Ordinary
eating- just sitting there and grabbing - would have to be changed.
The Vedas transform this simple act
through the ritual of offering it. Who
do you offer it to? The source
whence it came," Chakrabarti said.
"Before offering it to the Gods,
Goddesses, whatever your focus of
worship, you offer it to worms, to
cats, to birds, to dogs, to guests. You

basically remember the source of
food with gratefulness."
This concept is not unique to
Hindus; Christians say grace before
eating, he pointed out. "You have
to first do your share of offering to
understand the wisdom. Food becomes something sacred; it is not to
be wasted. Food is not private property ; it belongs to anyone who needs
it. What follows is universal hospitality; you cannot eat without sharing food. You are a thief if you consume more than you need,"
Chakrabarti said.
Being thee ater does not give you
the right to eat anything,
Chakrabarti said. "Just as the world
offers us all these substances so we
can survive, so do we have a duty
to reciprocate."

What does this have to do with
knowledge? Perceiving the world,
getting information is a kind of
nourishment, he pointed out. Any
living mind needs to "eat information." But learning requires more
than mere observation. To truly
learn something, you must first
teach it, Chakrabarti said. "Teaching then becomes learning. The role
of a student and a teacher are interchangeable."
In the Indian knowledge system,
you cannot hold knowledge as if it
were your property, he said. "You
cannot sell knowledge. Anyone who
learns has a duty to teach others.
You must give first. It is the sharing
of knowledge that enables one to
grasp true understanding. That is the
Indian way of knowing, he said.

THE HISTORY AND CULTURE OFVIETNAM
Wednesday, March 20, 9-9:50, 'Ohi'a I 18
GUEST SPEAKER:Truong Buu Lam UHM, Department of History.
A presentation of the Vietnamese History and Culture project "Awakening the Dragon;' cosponsored by PAAC.

A look at Vietnam, progress and perils
By Tad Adachi
Staff Writer
Professor Troung Buu Lam, is a
professor of Southeast Asian history
at UH Manoa and has been here
since 1971. He was born in South
Vietnam, but received his doctorate
from Belgium. He left Vietnam in
1964, just prior to large-scale U.S.
involvement in the Vietnam War,
and came the U.S . to gain more experience reading Chinese documents.
While in America, Lam raised

his voice against U.S. involvement
in the war and was denied a visa to
return to his country. He taught at
the State University ofNewYork at
Stony Brook Long Island, before returning to Hawai 'i to become the
third historian in Southern Asia history at Manoa.
In 1991, Vietnam ended its period of isolation and Lam was free
to return to his country of origin.
Between 1991 to 1993, he spent two
academic years in Hanoi directing
a student exchange program called
CIEE (Council of Internal Educational Exchange).

Lam returned to Vietnam, after
being away for 27 years, and found
his country transformed. It seems
that his visits always precludes an
American resurgence in Vietnam.
Today, Vietnam is a vast mixture
of French, American and socialist
influences blended in with the native culture. The country is still
poor, but on the upswing because
of major foreign investment from
Asia, Europe and the United States.
New industries such as textile
manufacturing, oil drilling and agriculture provide much needed employment opportunities. Vietnam

recently joined ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations), an
economic trade treaty organization.
"Vietnam's economy is improving, so much that people are considering them the next Tiger," said
Lam.
But, as much as the country is
improving economically, Lam is
concerned about Vietnam's social
future. Lam said, "It looks like the
government is facing the problem
of income gap: the very poor versus
the very rich." Lam provides examples such as medical care, which
is no longer free. Quality education

is also not a given, private tutors are
deemed a . requirement to ensure
good academic status.
As Vietnam sheds its socialist
ways and develops into a capitalist
country, the income gap, if left unchecked will only worsen and the
people will suffer. The Vietnam
government is going to great lengths
to preserve arts and culture. Government subsidies have renewed interest in archeology and museums.
Vietnam is truly a rising power
in the East and may soon be the next
tiger prowling the economic scene,
but at what social costs?
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LEGACY OF THE HAWAIIAN CULTURE
Wednesday, March 20, I0-1 I: IS, 'Ohi'a I 18
Guest Speaker: Noa EmmettAiuli, M.D., Co-sponsored by PAAC

Kaho'olawe:
A way for Hawaiians to get in touch with their roots
By Damien Lock
Assist. Editor
Hawaiian culture has always
played an important part in our island life, and at this year's International festival, one will have the
opportunity to hear from a man
who wants to re-establish cultural
pride for native Hawaiians, and in
doing so ensure that the culture
will survive the next century.
Dr. Noa Emett Aluli MD., is
working to retain the legacy of Hawaiian culture by incorporating
contemporary practices that are
deeply based in the cultural contextofthe first peoples ofHawai'i.
Aluli saw the makings for a society in demise when he was a

published book about Kaho 'olawe,
fourth-year medical student at the
entitled "Kaho'olawe, Na Leo 0
University of Hawai 'i, "In medical
Kanaloa."
school, I saw a lot of pathology in
In it, Aluli talks about the impornative Hawaiians - mental, physiof restoring and protecting the
tance
cal, social illnesses . They had no
Kaho 'olawe Ohana, after the island,
sense of history, no identification
which was used by the U.S. miliwith their own culture. They were
tary for bombing practice since
lost."
1945, was officially transferred
Aluli feels that an excellent way
back to the state ofHawai'i in 1994.
for native Hawaiians to get back in
The goal of the book, according to
touch with their ancestral roots is to
Aluli, is to give the reader a sense
visit a piace that has not seen the urof
being on the island, with the
banization as the other islands have,
words and accompanying photos reone that is rich in Hawaiian culture
vealing the spirit, power, and senand meaning- Kaho'olawe.
sations of being there, and to enAluli has fought hard to return the
courage future generations to take
island to Hawai 'i from the federal
government's embrace, and took part · the challenge, learn something, give
back, and make a connection to the
in the 19:]5 protest on Maui that
ancestors on all our islands."
paved the way for the return. Aluli
Aluli feels that the only way to
wrote the Foreword to the recently
fully protect the land is through a
sovereign government that is based

on respect for the land and stewardship of it, and supports efforts to
have the island transferred over to
be independently-ruled.
Aluli sees a promising future for
the raped island. He sees it as an island re-greened with the native vegetation that it lost from the introduction of wild goats, as well as the reestablishing of the indigenous wildlife, such as green sea turtles, Hawaiian monk seals and birds to the
island, although most species of native birds have become extinct by
urbanization and introduced predators. Aluli also sees it as a retreat
for people tying to get in touch with
their cultures, "a healing place."
Due to enormous cost factors,
the group formed to protect
Kaho'olawe, of which Aluli is a
member, does not plan to clear the
entire island of the hundreds of

unexploded pieces of ordinance left
by the military. Instead, they plan
to re-establish approximately onethird of the island, and create on the
area five or six designated camping
areas, which will be reserved for
individuals on educational, cultural,
and scientific purposes.
Aluli says that the only way for
someone to truly appreciate the
"aina is by visiting it, and taking the
things they learned back home to
spread the ohana to all islands."
The University ofHawai'i offers
educational trips to Kaho 'olawe,
and those interested can attend the
meeting at the Bishop Museum on
March 19th concerning access to t~e
island.
"The Ohana process, that we
must set things up now for future
generations, is the main lesson for
everyone," Aluli said.

THE FOLK MUSIC AND DANCE OFVIETNAM
Wednesday, March 20, II: I5-12: I5 'Ohi'a Cafeteria
Guest performers: Marianne Mai and friends
Dances: Fan Dance and Hat Dance

Teacher Mai brings Vietnamese
dance, folk music to KCC
By Steven Grover
Co-Editor

Photo by Moriso Teraoka

FLAMENCO MUSIC & DANCE OF SPAIN
Wednesday, March 20, 12:30-2 p.m., 'Ohi'a Cafe
Guest Dancers: Jill Ackerman, Bob Miller
Welcome to the seductive art of the flamenco. Flamenco originated in
Spain and was influenced by the many different cultures there,
especially the Jews, Moors and Gypsies. Mary Jane Ackerman, who
lived in Italy in the 1980s, was introduced to the art there. Miller
began dancing flamenco after being inspired by seeing Jose Greco
perform in Los Angeles. Ackerman and Robert Miller, have been
dancing together since October 1991 when they met during lessons,

Marianne Mai is bringing hi gh
school students from McKinley,
Kaimuki and Fanington to KCC to
perform Vietnamese dance and
play Vietnamese folk music at the
International festival.
The students are 12 girls who
will perform Fan, Hat and Drum
dances. Each dance has a folk song
to go along with it.
The fan dance is performed during Vietnamese weddings that take
place on the new year. The students
will be wearing bridesmaid clothes
for the performance.
The hat dance goes along with
the song "Saigon." It's a celebration of the capital of Vietnam.
The drum dance occurs during
the end of the Harvest season and
the end of the new year when all

the hard work is done. Young men
sing the song that goes along with
the drum dance to young women
who play the c:lrums. If a young man
sings to a girl and she doesn ' t play
drums, she is, in effect, rejecting
him. The students performing will
do a mock drum dance with some
of the girls pretending to be a boys
since there are no boys.
The drum dance isn't just about
boys and girls meeting ; however, it
is also a large vacation and a celebration. Village people may get as
much as a full month of vacation,
city people may get two weeks vacation, but most get at least a fourday vacation.
Mai is active in the Vietnamese
community. She is a teacher of an
after school Vietnamese language
class at Kaimuki High and is co-ad-

visor for McKinley 's Vietnamese
club . She said, "My main goal is to
teach the language and culture of
Vietnam; to have students be a part
of it." One way to accomplish this
goal would be to have the DOE
make Vietnamese a regular language course for high schools. If
and when Vietnamese does become
a regular course, Mai said her job
will be done.
She participates in the Vietnamese community by being co-chair of
the Vietnamese parent Association
of Hawai 'i and by working at
Lanakila. Her ability to speak Vietnamese and English helps her to
communicate with the refugees and
immigrants at Lanakila as part of the
LEAP (Lanakila Easy Access
Project) that offers health services
for the immigrants.

japanese Hand
Made Paper
Making (Washi)
Display
Located in Lama
Library
From the collection
fo Linda Fujikawa

Photo courtesy of Marianne Mai

Students from McKinley and Kaimuki high schools will perform.
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ASIANAND PACIFIC LITERATURE READINGS
Wednesday, March 20, 2:30- 4:30 p.m., 'Ohi'a I 18
Guest speaker: Alice Terada
Readings by students and instructors of foreign language, coordinated by Tom Kondo

Folktales keep culture alive for children
By Katalina Uili
Staff Writer
Indonesia and Vietnam are two
countries filled with thousands of
interesting tales, each possessing its
own characteristics. In fact many
people have written books about
these two countries and their folklore including Alice Terada, a guest
speaker on Pacific and Asian Literature for the International Festival.
Born and raised in Hawai 'i,
Japanese-American Alice Terada
has a special interest in Vietnam and
Indonesia. Her interest in Indonesia started about 30 years ago when
she read about a Vietnamese princess who went to Java a long time
ago to marry to a raja.
"I found it so interesting that
somebody from Vietnam, particularly a princess, should go all the
way to Indonesia to get married. The
more I read, the more I became interested in the culture, history and
the two countries," said Terada.
During the 1970s, Terada became interested in Vietnam. "Vietnam was everywhere on television,
radio and the newspapers. My son
was going to be 18 and I was concerned that he would be drafted out

of high school Many young men did
not believe in the United States getting involved, and they were leaving the country, especially for
Canada. However, before my son
turned 18, the compulsory draft
ended. This event made me more
curious about Vietnam: what do the
people look like, what kind of cultures do they have? So I began to
read and collect folktales about
Vietnam."
During the International Festival, Terada will read from her two
collections, "The Magic Crocodile

And Other Folktales from Indonesia" and "Under the Starfruit Tree.
Folktales from Vietnam."
Terada feels that the collection
is not just for people of the West,
but for Asian children, particularly
from Indonesia and Vietnam who do
not know anything about their countries of origin.
"It is for children of immigrants
who come to the United States and
very quickly forget their cultural
heritage and folklore," said Terada.
Terada feels that her collection
will not only teach Western children

about the traditional beliefs of other
countries, but serve as an important
tool for children of Vietnamese and
Indonesian backgrounds.
"I tried to look at stories that are
pretty well known among the people
of Vietnam and Indonesia which
ctiildren will find interesting to
read."
Now a retired teacher, Terada is
working on two novels for children.
" I hope that children witfi Indonesian and Vietnamese ethnic origins
will think about their unique cultural
heritage and take pride in it."

Alice Terada

P R I N C I P L E S of S 0 U N D R E T I R E Nl E N T I N V E S T I N G

Readings by
language
students
Students and instructors in the foreign language classes will also share
the stage with Alice Terada.
Japanese instructors Tom Kondo,
Reiko Coffey, Erlinda Mendoza will
read from "Hojoke," (Ten-foot
Square Hut) by Kamo no Chomei,
a 14th century author who wrote
about the Kyo.to earthquake in that
century.
Kahi Wight's Hawaiian 202 class
will be doing short chants and
speeches from traditional and modern Hawaiian literature. Melanie
Lessett, a volunteer tutor, will be
reciting a Hawaiian poem she has
composed.
Tagalog instructor Renee Yang
Yuen will read Ruth Mabanglo's ~
poetry, "Kung lbig Mo Akong
Makilala" (If you wish to know).
Mabanglo, a former KCC lecturer,
has won numerous prizes for her
poetry in the Philippines.
Korean instructor Sao Ah Yue11
will read "Sim Chong Chan," a story
of filial piety .by an anonymous
author, 17th century.
Chinese instructor Shu-Fen
Fujitani's students, Killian Weir,
Jackie Wong and Rodney Balecha
will read Tang poetry.
Carol Berewisky's French students, Terresa Blaylock, Miles
Conyers and Nina Jarrett will read
French poetry.

D

or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we

.1., recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-deferred
annuities designed to help build additional assets-money that
can help make the difference between living and living well
after your working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your salary
on a pretax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so
y ou start saving on federal and, in most cases, state and local
income taxes right away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them as income.
That can make a big difference in how painful y our tax bill is
every year.

As the nation's largest retirement system, based on assets
under management, we offer a wide range of allocation choices
- from .the TIAA Traditional Annui1y, which guarantees
principal and interest (backed by the company's claims-paying
ability), to TIAA-CREF's diversified variable annuity
accounts. And our expenses are very low,<> which means more
of your money goes toward improving your future financial
health.
To find out more, call 1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a
complete SRA information kit, plus a free slide calculator that
shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes.
.
Call toda:.r-it couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.su
•Slnn44rJ d PIHH'i INUI'dnn &ling AMI!J'iJ, 1995; Lipper Analytical Services, Inc., Lipptr-DU.c/IH'I 'A111J/yli£al Dala, 1995 (Quarterly). CREF certilicates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional
Servicea, Inc. For more complete information, includinr; ch&rr;es and expen..., call'l 800-842.2733, ext. 5509, for a current CREF prospet:tua. Read the prospectus carefully before you mvest or :oend money.
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CHRISTIANITY IN THE PACIFIC: VISIONS OF PARADISE
Wednesday, March 20, 5:30-6:45, 'Ohi'a Cafeteria
Moderator: John Cole
Guest speakers: Anne Perez Hattori, familian Titang,
"I Kostumbren Chamoru: Reflections on Culture and Church in Contemporary Guam"
Jon Kamakawiwo'ole Osorio, UHM Center for Hawaiian Studies

John Cole: A multiculturalist wild about mixes
Farah Yonamine
Staff Writer
History teacher John Cole became interested in Pacific Island
Studies after his favorite advisor
steered him in that direction eight
years ago. "It wasn't so much my
doing," he says. He was told that,
"U.S. History teachers are a dime a
dozen."
"After my first couple of classes,
my wife said, 'I haven't seen you
so excited in fifteen years,' " Cole

said. He continued, "I just love this
stuff, it's just great."
Thou gh a native of Southern
California, Cole left partly due to
the smog. His favorite places are
Hawaii, Suva and Fiji for their cultural mixes.
"I'm a multi-culturalist; I like
mixes," Cole said. "The more I
study history, the more I think all
cultures are mixes, and all cultures
. define themselves with their relations with their neighbors. No culture has ever been a pure culture.
I'm becoming more convinced of

that, I guess. I like the mix. That 's
one of the things I like abou t
Hawai ' i."
This summer, from May 15-July
18, Cole will be teaching aboard the
Universe Explorer for the University of Pittsburgh's "Semester at Sea
Program."
He and his wife will join the
cruise ship in Seattle, then travel to
Samoa, Fiji, New Zealand, Australia, Tahiti, Hilo and finally back to
Seattle.
This is the first time the Universe
Explorer will be sailing the pacific.

It is worth two class credits, and is
mainly for students interested in
Pacific Island Studies.
"They ' re worried we won ' t
make it academic enough . During
the faculty orientation, they told us
to go on a field trip to a bar near the
University and watch the behavior
of the students . ' You've forgotten
how you behaved when you were
in college, so go look. "' He laughs
a hardy laugh, and smile lines appear at his eyes.
When asked if he is excited
about the trip, he answered, "Oh

yeah, we' re bouncing off the walls ."
For the International Festival,
Cole will be moderatin g a panel
called "Christianity in the Pacific:
Visions of Paradise."
When asked about his personal
feelings on the topic, he answered
that he has many, but that they are
all complex and different. "I'm an
Atheist. I don't think you need to
be a Christian to be a good person."
Cole adds that he's interested in
hearing Anne Perez Hattori and Jon
Osorio speak about being dedicated
activists, nativists, and Christians.

Osorio: Hawaiian culture survived missionaries
By Jason Paulo
Staff Writer
Jon Osorio, assistant professor at
the Center for Hawaiian Studies,
will focus on Hawai'i during the
discussion of "Christianity in the
Pacific: Visions of Paradise."
Osorio says that although the missionaries denigrated Hawaiian culture by taking offense at nearly everything they saw, Hawaiians still
remain close to their religion and to
their own culture.
Some Hawaiians are Christians,
some believe in the traditional Hawaiian gods, and others believe in
both, he explained. Osorio believes
that people need to find a belief that

is most comfortable to them. Spiritual belief is a personal matter, he
said. "No one has the right to alter
another person's spiritual beliefno one."
Through his studies, Osorio said
he came to feel sovereignty to be a
very important issue for the Hawaiian race. It is very important that the
Hawaiian people have an identity.
Sovereignty is the next step in offering that identity, he said.
Osorio started out with a different sort of passion. He started a career playing with a band, but in
those 20 years, he discovered music wasn ' t paying the bills. He went
back to school to find another means
of supporting himself. In the process of gaining a higher education,

Osorio found himself fascinated
with history, specifically the history
of the Hawaiian people.
After encouraging words froin
his professors, Osorio became a
teacher's assistant for history
classes. He then received a scholarship from the East-West Center.
Within a seven-year span, he earned
a master's degree in Pacific Island
and Hawaiian history.
He began teaching here at KCC
and stayed for two years. In 1993,
the Center for Hawaiian Studies offered him a job. Osorio said there
are not too many Hawaiians with the
educational expertise and credentials in his area of study.
Osorio is a citizen of Ka Lahui
Hawai' i. Ka Lahui wants a nation

Anne Perez Hattori: Charnorros found
ingenious ways to preserve culture
Anne Perez Hattori, who is
working on her doctorate in history
at UHManoa, will be talking about
the way chamorros on Guam have
managed to preserve their culture
despite Catholic, Spanish and
American influences.
Hattori points out that burial services have incorporated much of
Chamorro culture in the tribute paid
to ancestors.

Catholicism, introduced by the
Spanish, attempted to impress on
the matrilineal Chamorro society a
male-dominated, chauvinistic outlook. However, the women formed
church organizations . Through the
power of those organizations, they
managed to retain power in society.
Not only were the Spanish unsuccessful, but the United States
was also unable to force Chamorro

families to take on the name of the
father. Families may use the father's
last name for legal purposes. However, in all other discourse,
Chamorros often ask a person for
their family, or clan name, which is
determined by the grandmother's ·
name. Hattori pointed out that
"Hattori" is her father 's name, but
Chamorro families identify her by
her familian, or lineage, "Titang."

INTERNATIONAL FILM NIGHT
Wednesday, March 20, 7 - 9:30 p.m., 'Ohi'a I 18
The Scent of Green Papaya
Coordinated by the lnt~rnational Students Club

Vietnamese family relationships explored
A remarkable debut by talented filmmaker Hung Iran Anh, "The Scent of Green Papaya" is set in the Vietnam
of the 1950s.
The war with the French is hinted at through the mention of curfews and the occasional drone of a plane over
head. A twelve-year-old peasant girl, Mui, is hired as a servant by a new family. Life is fine, although she is teased
by the three sons. The father leaves the family regularly, taking all the money with him. The mother, however,
manages to eke a living from her small fabric shop. The bright spot in Mui's life is the eldest son's friend,
Khuyen-a handsome and elegant young man. The spell of "The Scent of the green Papaya" is cast through the
gradual buildup of character and narrative, with small gestures and actions.

within a nation, which will give
Hawaiians at least a limited self
government as American Indians
have on their reservation lands. The
group also believes the state should
give back ceded lands. These lands
total 2 million acres, spread out
from the Big Island to Kaua'i. The

state has no legal or moral right to
take these lands away, Osorio said,
and added the state does not want
to return the lands because they
know they'll be in financial difficulty. For Osorio, nationhood is a
logical step in regaining identity for
the Hawaiian pe~ple.

OF HONOLULU

At Chaminade University
Good Grades Earn You More
than Accolades
If you're interested in continuing your college education
as a full,time undergraduate student, check out the

Chaminade University Transfer Grant
Transfer students with more than 11 transferable college
credits and G.P.A.s of more than 2.5 are eligible for the
Chaminade $3,000 renewable Transfer Grant. We offer
24 majors, including: behavioral sciences, business
administration, criminal justice, education, forensic
science, interior design, and international studies.

$$$$$
Scholarships Awarded
Without Regard to Financial Need

Call 735-4735 for an application
· for the fall semester
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VISIONS OF SERVICE: STUDENT REFLECTIONS ON SERVICE LEARNING
Thursday,March 21,8-9:15.0hi.aAuditorium
Maderators: Bob Framco, Tanya Renner

Workshop spotlights
service learning projects
Tanya Renner and Bob Franco
will moderate the Vision of Service: Student Reflections on Service Learning workshop in the
'obi 'a Auditorium. Students who
are currently perfonning service
learning projects and the public
are encouraged to attend this criti-

cal reflection session. The panel
will also include student speakers
Debbie Bowman, Tanya Lewis,
Suzette Sakue and Hector Laus.
In the past two semesters, 314
students have performed 6,000
hours of service in the Honolulu
area.

STUDENT CONFERENCE
Thursday, March 21, ·ohi•a I 18, 9:30-1 I:30 a.m.
Student Papers, Performances, Readings from Horizons, and
the Presentations of Awards
Coordinated by Robin Fujikawa and Wini Au

Stories and paper from
China to Vietnam
An ancient Chinese folk tale,
childhood in Vietnam, and a
glimpse of Hawaiian culture on
Moloka 'i are a few of the stories
that will be shared at the Student
Conference.
The Conference gives students
the opportunity to share their
ideas, studies and unique experiences in an open forum. All of the
papers that will be presented have
been published in Horizons, a
journal of international writing
and art.
Personal stories, like Hai-loc
Ton's tales of humor and woe from
Vietnam will be one of many offerings. Papers will also include
studies of various cultures,like

Laura Marino's paper on
Okinawan religions, and reviews,
like Kevin Kaneshiro's, "Remade
in Japan" which reveals how Japanese businesses incorporate, instead of emulate, the American
model.
Other
articles
include
Siriviengphone Phengsavath 's description of Laotian wedding practices, Miyuki Sundara's study on
the Yakuza, Jane Daniels' experiences in India and Sonia Young's
pilgrimage to Mexico's Our Lady
of Guadalupe Church.
Cat Wood will be moderating
the conference, and guitar music
will be provided by Sheryl
Akaka's music students.

INDIAN ARTISTS
Thursday, March 21 'Ohi'a Cafeteria
Mehndi artists: Rina Shah,Amarjeet Singh

The art of Mehndi

Service learning and rnult··-cultural
education, a passion for Franco
Tad Adachi
Staff Writer
We all start out as microscopic
particles floating unconnected without being. With the spark of life injected, we start to live and aspire
towards greatness. Passion and desire drives our lives and aspirations.
Bob Franco, associate professor of
anthropology, has the inextinguishable passion and relentless drive,
coupled with a sense of international
vision to take learning to a higher
level here at KCC.
Franco's specialty is Samoa, but
it can be said that he promotes the
whole Pacific Rim. In 1986, Franco
along with Loretta Pang, Mike
Tagawa, Jane Fukunaga, Robin
Fujikawa, and Jeanne Edman, were
part of a Asian/Pacific emphasis
task force that secured a title VI
grant from the U.S . Department of
Education. This grant funded three
major enhancements at KCC: the
addition of five new languages (Chinese, Samoan, Korean, Tagalog, and
Russian), the integration of Asian/
Pacific content into liberal arts and
vocational education, and the start
up of KCC's International Festival.
It is a good thing Franco is a human movement theorist because he
always seems to be on the go. In'
1990, he helped KCC receive a twoyear grant from the Kellogg Foundation and the American Association of Community Colleges
(AACC). This grant recognized
KCC as a "beacon college" in field
of international education. KCC
worked in cooperation with nine
other community colleges, four
from Hawai ' i, two from Southern
California, two from the mid-West
and a Northern Marianas college.
Faculty from KCC helped the other
colleges improve their ability to
teach about the Pacific Rim. In return, KCC's faculty learned what
other colleges were doing about

multi-cultural education.
"What makes Kapi ' olani ' s
Asian/Pacific emphasis unique, is
the way it merges multi-cultural and
international education," said
Franco. "And the International Festival highlights the unique approach
that Kapi 'olani has taken to under.stand the Asian/Pacific experience."
Franco, also was key in integrating service learning into the multicultural side of the Asian/Pacific
emphasis. This not only opened up
more grant opportunities, but it perpetuates something Franco believes
in: "a lifetime of learning." He feels
that if people learn more about their
native or another culture, this
knowledge could stimulate a lifelong interest in the culture.
Franco, the driving force behind
the service learning initiative, has
secured funding for KCC's service
learning activities from the following:
-Corporation for National and
Community Service and the AACC.
Nationally, KCC is one of eight national service learning colleges involved in AACC's three
year
grant program.
-Campus Compact National
Center for Community College
(CCNCCC). KCC received
a
$3,000 mini-grant from CCNCCC
last spring to develop the "Palolo
Pride" newsletter.
-CCNCCC recently awarded
KCC an additional $26,000 to support KCC's faculty in providing

Bob Franco
state and national mentoring leadership in service learning.
-Hawai 'i State Campus Compact. In Spring 1995, KCC received
a $3,000 mini-grant for their
"Multicultural Readings" program.
-In Fall 1995, KCC received a
mini-grant of $4,000 for it's "Service and Science: Visions of Enrichment in Palolo Valley" project.
Unyielding in his vision to bring
about improvements at Kapi 'olani,
Franco works tirelessly to procure
grants from his network of sources.
He follows his passion and leaves a
legacy of transformation in his
wake. Franco is a connected being
and KCC reaps the rewards of his .
success.

CHINESE FOLK MUSIC:
SOUNDS OF THE GU ZHENG
Thursday, March 21, 11-11 :20,'0hi'a Cafeteria
Guest Musician: Ling Zhang

International
Festival Booths
Thursday, March 21, 'Ohi'a
Cafeteria

The art o f M ehndi, used
throughout South Asia and the
M iddle East, is a very ancient
practice of intricately designing
the palms or feet of a female.
Henna leaves are ground,
mixed with water and left overnight to form a paste. The paste is
sometimes mixed with sticky

okra. The resulting red dye is then
used to create a variety of designs
such as the lotus flower and paisley ornamentation.
It is often used by brides on
their hands up to the elbow and
their feet up to the ankle. It is
sometimes applied for prayers ,
during fasting, for religious and
special meetings and for family
occasions . It has also become
fashionable to apply Mehndi in
recent times.
Mehndi lasts from one week to
one month before eventQally drying and flaking off.

From 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Thursday,
stop by and visit the booths sponsored by various student clubs and
other organizations. Passersby will
be able to see native handicraft, informational displays as well as
botany exhibits. You may choose to
learn the intricacies of making a lei,
buy a raffle .ticket for an Indian
quilt, browse through native books
or see an acupuncture demonstration.
Student clubs who will be participating include the Spanish, Vietnamese-American, Chinese and FilAm clubs as well as Phi Theta
Kappa. Other organizations slated
to be present are the Intertribal
Council of Hawai 'i and the Tai
Hsuan Foundation.

Zhang to play folk songs on
ancient Chinese ''Lute''
Ling Zhang will perform on the gu zheng, a Chinese instrument that
has been played for 2000 years. The Japanese koto, which is about 1000
years old, is similar to the gu zheng. The instrument has 21 to 29 strings
Zhang, who was a teacher in the College of Economics in Shandong
Province, has been playing the instrument since she was 6 years old.
She has perfonned on a Shang dong TV station. She will be perfonning
in a concert at the East-West Center at the end of the month.
Zhang studied under Han Ting Gui, professor of the Shandong Art
School, who belongs to the Northern School of playing. Han has perfanned in concerts throughout Europe.
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CHINESE MARTIAL ART DEMONSTRATION
Thursday, March 21, I I :20-1 I:30 a.m., 'Ohi'a Cafeteria
Michael Goh of the KCC Chinese Club

Martial arts

Mind, body
self-discipline

By Harold Chung
Staff Writer

Lion dancers at the 1995 International Festival

Photo by Moriso Teraoka

TRADITIONAL CHINESE LION DANCE
Thursday, March 21, I I :30-12 p.m. 'Ohi'a Cafeteria
By the KCC Chinese Club

Students perform
'untraditional'
lion dance
By Makana Kaulia
Staff Writer
On March 21 at 11:30 p.m., the
KCC cafeteria will vibrate with the
booming and clashing of symbols
as the Chinese lion enters. KCC students ; Rodney Balecha, Raymond
Chong, Neil Choy, Shirley
Gunawan, Cindy Sakumoto, and
others who are also members of the
Chinese Club will be performing the
lion dance and instruments. These
students have been meeting on
weekends at Olapa building or the
chapel on campus to practice their
routine. Traditionally only males are

allowed to be inside the head and
tail of the lion, females, they say
will disrupt the yin and yang and
bad luck may follow.
The lion dance is usually performed at blessings of businesses or
festivals. There are different types
of lions, the black lion is considered
young and it's performance will be
very energetic, whereas the old lion
which has a long white beard will
not move around so much. Two
people are needed to perform the
dance, one in the head and one in
the tall section. Usually this pair
performs for about 5 minutes, then
another pair takes over, as the head
and tall are hot and heavy to handle.

At the International Festival,
there will be an unlikely representative of a small Asian country.
Michael Gob, thanks to the suggestion of Shu-fen Fujitani, advisor of
the Chinese Club, will be demonstrating his skill with the nunchakus.
What country? Singapore, of
course.
Michael first decided to get into
martial arts when he was in elementary school. He saw a demonstration
where a Shaolin monk was able to
support his own weight on two fingers. This impressed him so much,
he began taking classes. The classes
eventually paid off, with a second
place finish at a national sparring
competition in 1991, and a special
award for a weapons demonstration
in 1988.
But competition is not what martial arts is all about. The style that
Michael studies was brought to
Singapore by Chinese people who
migrated there a long time ago from
the Northern Shaolin temples.
Michael believes that self-defense is its least important teaching.
For Michael, the most important lessons he learned from training is to
enhance the mind, improve the
body, and most importantly, to improve self-discipline.

Michael considers martial arts no
more than a hobby, however. In
Singapore, tbey have a British educational system, where there aren't
many second chances for a higher
education. So, many Singaporeans
come to the U.S. because it is easier
to find alternative education.
But, having a good education is

not his only dream. One day, he
would like to own a car in his native country. It is much harder to
own a car in Singapore, Michael
explains. A normal car, like a Honda
Accord, costs up to five times as
much there. An exotic car, like a
Ferrari, could run up to two million
dollars.

CHINESE FOLK DANCE AND MARTIAL ARTS
Thursday, March 21, 12:00-12:45 p.m., 'Ohi'a Cafeteria
Tai Hsuan Foundation, sponsored by PAAC

Tai Hsuan Found~tion to· perfo~rn dance combined with martial arts
By Harold Chung
Staff Writer
Lily Siou, founder of the Tai
Hsuan Foundation and also the
"64th generation lineage holder of
the Heavenly Master of Taoists of
Lung Hu Shan" appeared very relaxed. One could assume she is used
to being interviewed, considering all
of her accolades. In the '70s, she
served on the first State Board of
Acupuncture. She is a published author, who writes a book almost every year. Probably the most impressive thing, however, is the fact that
if China fell off the planet tomorrow, Dr. Siou is a living receptacle
of all the accumulated knowledge
of Tao philosophy-4000 years
worth.
All the way at the top of Puck's
Alley, in the back of a dark parking
lot, is where "Lily Siou's School of
the Six Chinese Arts" operates. Also
the headquarters of the Tai Hsuan
Foundation, the place is part clinic,
school, herb store, and a cultural
storehouse of knowledge and information. The Foundation's purpose,
according to their literature, is to be
"an educational, non-profit organi-

Tai Hsuan dancers strike a pose
zation whose purpose is to perpetuate the Taoist heritage and its unique
approach to the art of living in the
areas of Taoist philosophy, medicine, religion, and education." According to one of the interns, this
translates into the perpetuation,
demonstration, and teaching of such
arts as acupuncture, herbalism,
marital arts, dance, art, fortune telling, charm making, and many more.
At the International Festival, the
Foundation will be demonstrating

she explained, so that he may bring
happiness to the people. The Dance
actually began as a ceremony where
the long silk ribbons the dancers
used would spell out Chinese characters of luck, good fortune, andespecially, blessings from Heaven.
From a distance, the characters can
be clearly seen.
Then, Dr. Siou talked about other
things that she was has been trained
to do. One of the most interesting
was the practice of feng shui. According to James Clavell's novel,
Tai-pan, the feng shui should be
consulted before a house is built, to
make sure that the house is not being built on the head of the Earth
Dragon: a very bad place to build a
Photo courtesy ofTai Hsuan Foundation
house. Dr. Siou clarified this image
somewhat.
dance and martial arts. With such
In the world, qi (pronounced
exotic names like "Dance of the ·
"chee") flows around, rather capriHeavenly Fairies" and "Meditative
ciously. If you are against the flow,
White Tiger," there aren't many
or brush against it, that will bring
who know what to expect. However,
bad luck upon you. What the feng
Dr. Siou explained that the Heavshu does is check to make sure that
enly Fairy dance has a lot of histhe furniture in your home or busitorical as well as latent meaning.
ness flows with the world's qi. The
, According to Dr. Siou, the Dance
example she used was a man who
"is symbolic of [the] happiness of
called upon her to adjust his busiheaven to send fairies down to earth
ness, which was doing very poorly.
to send messages" to the king.
After she went in and made the adChina's king must be enlightened,

justments, the man was able to collect a long-standing debt from PanAm Airlines, which ha~ been bankrupt for along time.
Qi exists in many cultures, as
karma, ki, or the soul. It is not something that is hard to learn to manipulate or use. According to Dr. Siou,
the only thing stopping you from
harnessing qi is the reluctance to try.
She proposed this little experiment.
Take two earthenware bowls of
equal size, and put an equal amount
of water inside each. Then, place
tadpoles inside each jar. Each day,
sit in front of one of the jars and
concentrate qi into it. No special
concentration or meditation: just
think that you are channeling qi into
the bowl. On average, Dr. Siou
says, the qi tadpoles will live 2-5
weeks longer than the non-qi group.
Also, she says, the water in qi bowl
will be fresher, cleaner, and
healthier. Intriguing? Well, you
won't have to fight your way to
Puck's Alley just yet. At KCC, on
March 21, the Foundation will be
in the 'Ohi'a Cafeteria from 1212:45 p.m. to demonstrate Chinese
dance and martial arts. They will
also have a table set up from morning demonstrating acupuncture.
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NATIVE -A MERICAN DANCEAND DRUM
Thursday, March 21, 1-2 p.m. 'Ohi'a Cafeteria
Guests: Intertribal Council of Hawai'i

Tribal Council celebrates heritage
Seth Honeycutt and John Thorpe, student dancers
ILE a LEi aJ s aJ a= CJ LEI a LEi aJ EICJ ~

By Reuben Byrd
Staff Writer

By Pierre Harper
On March 21, the Intertribal
Council of Hawai ' i will be keeping
Native American culture and tradition alive, demonstrating the dances
and music that were passed down
from time immemorial. Among the
dancers will be KCC student Seth
Honeycutt
" The tribal council celebrates
our heritage" says Honeycutt. The
non profit organization is made up
ofNativeAmericans frommanydifferent nations, and strives to sustain
their arts and crafts.
The performances will include
the "grass dance" designed to stomp
the tall plains grass flat to make an
area for the other dancers to follow
and the cr yp tically named
" women 's traditional" in which
Honeycutt will participate. "Sort of
like walking in place, its traditionally how women used to dance."
Honeycutt said. The council's drummers will provide the music.
In addition to the moves and music all the performers will be decked
out in classically styled garb, as exemplified by Honeycutt's regalia, a
simple "T dress" coupled with a ceremonial breastplate, fan and shawl.
Each of the performances will be
accompanied by an explanation of
the cultural significance the act
holds and questions will be fielded
after the show. There will also be
examples ofNativeAmerican crafts
on display.
The Intertribal Council will also
be holding one of it's biannual
"Powwows" on May 18-19 at the
Kapi 'olani Park bandstand, from 10

Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of LE Honeycutt

Seth Honeycutt
a.m. to 6 p.m. in the evening. The
event is to celebrate Native American warriors, including modern veterans, in addition to honoring the
Earth, their ancestors, history and
beliefs.
Anyone who is interested may
attend and membership in the council is not restricted toN ative Americans. Those who are intrigued may
call Bill Tiger at 947-3206 for more
information .

Students

in
Solidarity
Community
in
Unity

Our Vote Counts

Photo courtesy of LE Honeycutt

John Thorpe 's dance to "stomp down the grass for
the other dancers. "

Kapi 'olani Park was ablaze with colors and the air
was filled with Indian chants at the Intertribal Council
of Hawai'i's Pow Wow one afternoon last November.
There was John Thorpe, wearing a radiant outfit made
of red, yellow, and blue yarn .
"We us e yarn in modern times , but long ago it was
feathers," he said. His headpiece, called a "roach" was
made of porcupine hair--each strand installed indi .
vidually-and blue beads . The strings of beads formed
a headband and hung down around his eyes .
Students will be able to see Thorpe in action during
the Intertribal Council of Hawai ' i presentation this
week.
Thorp e is a member of the Creek Tribe . They are
based in Oklahoma and Alabama, where they are called
the Porch Creeks . Originally from Texas, he moved
here because he liked "the water and the weather! "
Thorpe is in the Physical Therapist Assistant program.
As a "grass dancer," Thorpe's dance is designed to
" stomp down the grass for the other dancers," he said.
A grass dancer is very closely related to the " fancy
dancer" in that both wear colorful oufits with many
accessories , but fancy dancers wear "buscles" around
their ankles. There are also those who are "traditional"
or ''straight" dancers-they wear customary hunting
attire; no buscles or feathers.
During that November performance, Thorpe 's loose,
colorful outfit amplified his movements . He twisted
and turned as his feet stomped the ground. He started
low to the ground and ascended in a slow spiral. The
Wild Horse Band increased both the rhythm and intensity of their chants as the grass dancers followed
suit with their dances. The frenzied finale ended with
a big "Ahou."
In a previous Pow Wow, held at Thomas Square,
Thorpe placed third in the grass dancer division. But
he has not yet earned "Eagle feathers ," a sign of seniority and prominence in the Indian culture. This is
very difficult, he said. It takes strong recognition from
your peers and many years to achieve.

March 21, 1996 Thursday
• Teach-In on the Lawn 5:30p.m.
• Candlelight Vigil for Knowledge Vigilance 8 p.m.
• Students will be sleeping over on State Capitol lawn.

March 22, 1996 Friday
Rally in the Rotunda
• In the morning, students will be talking to legislators
• At noon, students will be marching from UHM to
the Capitol to join the students· already there.
• KCC will provide a bus to· take students down to
the Capitol. Bus leaves at 1 2 noon.
• Students can meet in front of the cafeteria. The
bus will bring students back from the State Capital
to KCC at 4:00pm.
• Rally discussions will focus on current issued such
as tuition increase and community speaking out for
Education.
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MEDICAL INSIGHTS OF INDIAN AYURVEDA
Thursday , March 21, 2:00-3: ISp.m., Ohi'a I 18
Guest speaker: Cromwell Crawford
UHM Department of Religion

Hindu health methods integrates mind, body
By Kevin Kaneshiro
Staff Writer

An age old approach to health
care is beginning to catch the attention of the medical community in
the Western world, and a person
playing an active part in its growing acceptance will be speaking here
at KCC at 2 p.m. March 21 in the
Ohia Auditorium.
Cromwell Crawford, a professor
at UHManoa's Department of Religion, is an international speaker
who has spoken in such places as
Romania, Hungary, Italy, India, and
the United States on the topic oflndian Ayurveda.
Ayurveda, literally translated
"the science of life and longevity,"
is the ancient Indian system of
health care. Originally described in
the Vedas, Ayurveda is an entire philosophy of health care that goes be-

yond emphasizing the body and the
mind, to include the fostering and
care of the spirit as well.
The Indian Ayurvedic health care
system is composed of doctors
much like the Western system. The
Ayurvedic doctor attends a five-year
accredited college and is trained to
prescribe a completely personalized
health care program. The program
is tailored to the person's mind and
body characteristics among other
individual traits. Working closely
with the doctor, the patient follows
a regimen and diet that will best
agree with his or her own nature. It
is important to realize that unlike
Western medicine the focus of the
Ayurvedic system isn't on the treatment of acute problems, such as
heart disease, but is rather a longterm plan of health care whose aim
it is to prevent disease and in doing
so enhance life.
According to Crawford it is this

emphasis on the whole individual or
holistic approach of Ayurveda that
makes it such an appealing system
of health care to Western medicine.
By incorporating the various aspects
of the individual, not just the body,
Ayurveda becomes a largely preventive system of health care in that it
doesn't wait for physical symptoms
to develop.
This preventive approach to
health care is largely a foreign idea
to the West. Crawford explains,
''Westernmedicineisbasicallydealing with acute problems and it is interventionist, that is to say, you get
in (to the patient) from the outside,
you get in through surgery and you
get in through various chemicals.
But the Hindu system seeks to
strengthen the whole body from
within."
. Although Western medicine has
usually maintained a rather skeptical attitude when it comes to accept-

ing alternative approaches to medicine, there has been progress made
in the past few years, as with Chinese acupuncture. Although still far
from being embraced by the whole
of the medical community, acupuncture, it seems, has gathered enough
of a demand to generate the support
and coverage of several insurance
companies. It is in this growing attitude of acceptance to alternative
approaches of health care that
Crawford sees promise for
Ayurveda in the future.
However, Crawford sees skepticism on the part of the Western
medical community producing positive results as well. First of all, the
high scientific standards of the West
will insure Ayurvedic drugs and
herbs will reach a level of standardization not found in India. Secondly, the scientific scrutiny that
Ayurveda will encounter could finally result in comprehensive sci-

entific validation of a system of
health care that until n<?W maintained its validity solely upon the
experiences of its adherents.
In describing the process of acceptance of Eastern systems of
health care in the West Crawford
says, "It's information and knowledge, and the opposite being ignoranee . We have been ignorant of
these systems, we have not had direct knowledge of it, now of course
that knowledge is trickling down,
partly because the East is being
opened up to us and partly because
so many Easterners are coming to
the West."
Professor Crawford has published a textbook on the subject entitled"DilenunasofLifeandDeath:
Hindu Ethics in North American
Context," in which he approaches
contemporary American health
problems from an Ayurvedic perspective.
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TALENT EXTRAVAGANZA
Thursday, March 21, 3:30-5, 'Ohi'a Cafeteria
Emcee: Krash Kealoha
Students and Faculty in a gala talent show, coordinated by Irena Levy and Kauka De Silva.

Krash helps develop local talent
By Neil Graves
Staff Writer
One rainy afternoon young Victor Hoonani Opiopio, only 15 years
old, was walking up the stairs to
KCCN for his first day of work. He
just got his FCC license and was on
his way to do his first ever radio
show.
Lucky Luck, a longtime OJ on
KCCN, was on the air that day and
Opiopio was supposed to go on after him. As he walked up the stairs
in the rain he slipped, fell and broke
his leg. Lucky Luck heard the fall
outside and announced to all the listeners that, "It sounds like Krash
Kealoha has arrived."
Krash Kealoha has definitely arrived. Kealoha is one of the most
recognizable entertainers in all of
Hawai 'i. His deep, smooth "radio
voice" has been featured in hundreds of commercials.
Kealoha has also been seen in
many charity events including,
Muscular Dystrophy, American
Cancer, Easter Seals and the Variety Schools fund raising efforts. He
has also been the spokesman for the
Aloha United Way and has hosted
the March of Dimes telethon four
times .
Kealoha was on the air at KCCN
for 15 years. Listeners would know
his show was on when he said his
trademark, "This is Krash Kealoha,"
with a tap on the microphone, "Inside your radio." He started out as
only a DJ but soon took on other responsibilities including being the
station manager. He left radio several years ago citing burnout as his

reason. "Radio just isn 't fun anymore. It's such a competitive business."
After leaving radio Kealoha
helped to create KFVE TV. He
served as the producer of over 100
shows and hosted others such as Island happenings, Good Morning
Paradise and the local magazine
show "5 Alive." He still hosts the
annual King Kamehameha Hula
Competition and does free-lance
production work for Hawai 'i Public Television and the Department
of Education.
Currently Kealoha is doing consulting for radio and TV stations
across Hawai'i and even the mainland. He has also created his own
record label called, "Hulali
Records," whose first artist, Pekelo,
has released two albums. Kealoha
has experience in the business side
of music since he was the manager
of the legendary group, "The Hui
Ohana," who had eight best selling
albums in Hawai 'i.
Kealoha is very happy now but
doesn't rule out a return to radio. "I
have received many offers to come
back, but I think the only way I
would come back is if it was in a
smaller market. Like on one of the
neighbor islands. Someplace where
the people would tune in because
they like the OJ not because of what
kind of promotions the station is
running."
Kealoha does not feel the same
way about a return to TV, at least in
front of the camera. He says that,
"When you're on the radio people
accept you for who you are and
aren't intimidated when they see
you. They'll come up to you, shake

your band, and talk story. When
you're on TV people put up an
imaginary wall between you and
them. Like you're larger than life.
They seem more distant."

Krash Kealoha wants everyone
to know that, "I am very approachable. I am working to help develop
loc(!l talent. I invite people to write
and submit material to me. I believe

that Hawai'i has so many talented
people out there who have no idea
how to start out and if they are genuinely motivated to work I want to
help them out."

Feinstein has passion for
By Leonard Fontalin
Staff Writer
Seldom do we come across a person who holds great passion in
music; rarely do we come across a
person who's talents contribute to
our multi-ethnic melting-pot
here at Kapi ' olani Community
College.
Jay M. Feinstein, a man of many
talents, has been playing music since
the third grade in Springfield, Ohio.
Through his school, Jay toured
around the country playing professionally for various acts.
At Ohio University Feinstein
majored in music for one quarter
then joined a band that toured the
tristate area for two years . Following this sojourn, he decided to join
the navy to study medicine.

and its people. He acquired· many
friends through the navy who were
Filipino. So he began to study with
Jose Claussen, a professor teaching
Tagalog at the University ofHawai 'i ·
at Manoa.
Jay's interest in the Filipino culture led him to a discovery of a
whole new world of music. Among
his attributes to this new world of
music in the Philippines, he has
written an album with famous P.l.

•
mUSIC

singer, Imelda Papin, while she was
here in Hawai'i from 1986-88. Jay
also wrote a song, "When You're
Near," that took the number one spot
on a Filipino radio station for seven
weeks.
Jay M Feinstein is now married
and has a five year old son attending Pearl Harbor Kai Elementary
School. Jay was so intrigued with
the Filipino culture, that he found a
wife from Manila.

After his first assignment with
the navy, Jay attended the Naval
School of Health/Science at Camp
Pendleton in California.
In 1980, he auditioned for a band
in San Diego. Nine months later he
was accepted to the Armed Forces
School of Music. Within fifteen
years Jay managed to move through
several different programs in the
navy.
Around ten years ago, Feinstein
took interest in the Filipino culture

Photo courtesy or Jay Feinstein

Jay Feinstein. and his son.

Talent Show

English instructor Irena Levy
and ceramics instructor Kauka De
Silva are coordinating the talent
show.
The show is named Ho'ike A
Maka which means to reveal in the
light as of something long hidden
which is an appropriate name because KCC students and faculty finally get to reveal their talent.
After the talent show people can
bring their instruments and join in
on a jam session outside the
cafeteria.There will also be surprises and door prizes.
Here is a list of some of the talented students who are going to perform:
Bert Roy, Manny Aquino, Roy
Amoguis, Joanne Mendiola, Paul
Aquino of the Group Move a Track
does Hip Hop and performs "The
Bomb."
Sean Calderon, Michael Young,
Gary Sakai of the group Einstein's ,

Cousins does pop rock. They will
perform the cover songs "Today"
and "Head On" as well as their own
song, "Gene."
Yan Zhang sings Karaoke style
Chinese song, "I Only Care About
You."
Willow Chang sings "Autumn
Leaves" in both English and French
and will also do Arabic dancing.
William
Chun,
Jake
Shimabukuro, Ty Cummings do
Hawaiian Reggae and play the song
"I like to Play the Reggae."
Kuma Hula Nalani Keale and
student Amy Ostrowski do Hula
Kahiko, "AKa 'uku." "AKa 'uku"
is written by Kuma Hulu Edith
Kanaka' ole of Hilo. A Ka 'uku is
the name of a hill which sits along
Akaka falls and the story is about a
skirmishbetweenPeleandtheGoddess Kamapu'a on that hill.
Angela Tom Sing Vien and
~riends from ~i~at! Prod~~t~on,s do.

features dancers, musicians, door
•
•
•
•
pr1zes,
a Jam
sess1on,
surpr1ses
Polynesian dances .
Vietnamese American club performs Vietnamese dance.
Jay Feinstein performs songs
from the Philippines.
Catherine Pimentel does songs
in Tagalog .
Kasanita Kionia does Tongan
Taeuoleunga (women's dance) (it's
only performed by females). A liberal arts student she will perform
four verses of a Tongan dance. She
is originally from Tonga. but has
lived here for about six years. She
has been dancing since she was
seven years old and comes from a
long family of dancers who pass on
their knowledge to the next generation. She makes all her own costumes.
A local style group with members Ray Manlansing, Errol
Gorospe, Eric Baloaloa, Alex
Pula, Ryan Gaoiran do vocals,
g~!t~rs. a~~ ukulele. They do the

piece "Tublin' Down."
Sheryl Akaka 's students do
Hawaiian slack key.
Carri Higa does Hula Au wana.
Pua Mendoca's Hawaiian His-

tory class will do chant from aunty
Edith Kanakaole called "E Ho Mai."
The class will also perform a hulu
noho (sitting hula) called "Piano
Ahiahi."

DO YOU GET SLEEPY AFTER READING
ONLY A FEW PAGES?
•Do you count the number of pages that are assigned?
•De you often have to reread for meaning?
•Do you get headaches/eyestrain when you read?
If you experience any of the above; you may have a
special type of visual problem that is not correctable
with glasses, contacts or surgery.
We can solve these common problems and make you
a better reader.

DR. CLAYTON GUSHIKEN
Behaviorial Optometrist
941-3811
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PAGDAIRIWANG '96:VISION AND LEGACY OF THE FILIPINO-AMERICAN

F1

Friday, March 22, 9-9:50, 'Ohia I 18
Guest Speaker: Dean Alegado UHM, Ethnic studies, Sponsored by PAAC

•

UH professor speaks on Filipino contributions

B:

By Scott Kaneshiro
Staff Writer

University of Hawai'i professor
Dean Alegado will be speaking on
the cultural and historic legacy of
Filipino-Americans.
In Hawai'i these contributions
included. The advancement of the
civil rights movement and the
struggles for labor rights for the

early island workers. Through
hard work and determination Filipinos have increased the quality of
life here in Hawai'i for all.
This talk is important because
it helps people to understand a culture that has been in danger of losing itself. The talk will help to promote cultural awareness and will
allow the rediscovery of many aspects of Filipino culture that have

been forgotten or overlooked.
Filipino history is rich and should
be both known and understood.
Dean Alegado is a professor at
UHMiinoa, Center of Filipino
Studies. Professor Alegado, received his bachelor ' s degree at
UC Berkeley, his masters degree
at Cambridge and his Ph.D . at
UHManoa . Alegado, has been
teaching at the university for 21

ISLAM IN TO DAY'S WORLD

DIG ITAL VISIONS DISPLAY

lam is growing so much because it
is_a complete way of life. It covers
social, economic, religious and political aspects, providing guidance
in all these areas. People find solace
in this guidance and feel closer to
their creator, he said.
The Islamic Information Office
was established to distribute information about Islam and the Muslim
world. It seeks to promote a spirit
of understanding and coexistence
between people of various beliefs.
The officers and members belong to
various ethnic backgrou nds.

All week at Lama library
An Art display by students of Jan McWilliams

Art display is bizarre, alluring
By Ruben Byrd
Staff Writer
The entry to Lama Library will
soon be plastered with images both
bizarre and alluring, created by the
fevered minds of Jan McWilliams'
Art 212 students. The show entitled
"Digital Visions" is part of the International Festival and draws its
theme from it.
Each of the Intermediate Computer Art students constructed two
images using Photoshop 3.0 and a
hand scanner. Owing to the open
theme of the assignment, "Visions,"
the finished pieces are quite varied.
Ranging in subject matter from
mangled pabies to surreal examples
of never-were landscapes, the artworks show the incredible detail and
control the artist has in this art form,
made possible by the complex manipulation only a computer can accomplish.
The show will open at the entry
gallery, mangled babies and all, at
the Library on Tuesday March 19
and will run well into April.
Anyone who is intrigued by the
show and wants to see a little more
artwork in the same vein, can take a
look at the class' web pages via the
KCC Art page at: http://
ka1ama.doe.hawaii.edu/hern95/
pt040/

sary of Phi1ippine independence
from the United States and also the
50th anniversary of the last recruitment of Filipino laborers in Hawai'i.
The Pagdiriwang festival is to celebrate the vision and legacy of the
Filipino-American, and promote and
understand the Filipino culture and
all it's many contributions to the way
we live and think.
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Friday March 22, 11-12:00 'Ohi'a Auditorium
Magician: Lee Seigal· UHM Department of Religion.

Talk about impact of Islam
development of Islam in the second
half of this century. They will also
speak about the impact of Islam on
Americans in today's society.
Accompanying Abdul Rashid,
the president of the organization,
will be Sister Rashida Ali and Sister
Aida Gazey.
The women will talk about their
exprience as a Muslim woman in the
United States. Sister Gazy was
raised as a Muslim. Sister Rashida
reverted to Islam.
According to Abdul Rashid, Is-

years, teaching courses on the
Filipino Experience in America.
He is also a regular contributor
to Filipino community newspapers.
This talk is a part of the continuing Pagdiriwang '96 Festival, celebrating the 90 year anniversary of the first FilipinoAmerican immigrants to
Hawai 'i and the 50 year anniver-

INDIAN ILLUSIONS AND MAGIC

Friday, March 22, 10-10:50, Lama· Library
Panel Discussion: Muslim Association of Hawai'i - DARWAH,
Sponsored by PAAC

Islam is now the second largest
religion in the United States. According to a Time magazine report a
couple of years ago, one out of two
households will have at least one
Muslim, according to Abdul-Rashid
Abdullah, who will be one of the
speakers Friday.
Three representatives from the
Islamic Information Office, formerly
known as the Dawah office, will talk
about the history oflslaminAmerica
from the first exploration of America
by Muslim explorers to the rapid

Li

Slide s dem.o s to · s how
India's ancient magic
By Tad Adachi
Staff Writer
How would you like to buy a
ring that protects you from the
evils of everyday life? Or an amulet that wards off bad luck? These
are some the magical items that
are sold by the street magicians of
India. It is easy to dismiss these
vendors of the mystical as charlatans, but t11ese conJUrers surv1ve
by convinc ing the public tha t they
are have magical powers.
Lee Siegal, professor of religion .at UHMiinoa, had the good
fortune of learning while traveling with these magicians on the
streets of India. He has been traveling to India for 25 years and has
written many books on the subject, including "Net of Magic,"
which chronicles his travels with
the street sorcerers.
Magicians belong to a specific
caste, so normally only people
born into this caste can learn the
craft. Every generation, the craft
is passed down from father to son
and this tradition has been perpetuating itself for thousands of
years. Siegal became interested in
Indian magic on his many journeys to India. So he came up with
a plan to study western magic with

the intention of telling the Indian street
magicians that he was a fellow craftsman.
"They didn' t think I was any good,
but maybe they felt sorry for me and
let me hang out with them.'' said Siegal.
So for one and a half years, between
semesters and during breaks Siegal
studied not only the craft of the street
magici ans: bu t also their lifestyle and
culture.
On the last day of the International
. :> tivaL Siegal will be sharing his
knowledge of India's street magician
culture in the ' Ohi' a Auditorium 11
a.m.-12 noon. He will talk about the
life and history of the street illusionists, present slides of the street magicians in action and perform some of the
tricks from their repertoire. These tricks
can include decapitating someone,
making objects disappear and reappear,
putting needles through people's arms
and severing someone's tongue.
Siegal was recently invited to a history of magic conference in California.
"The professional magicians were intrigued by the Indian magic as a Western cook would explore Eastern cooking," states Siegal. But, he stresses the
fact that he is an educator first and a
performer second.
'Tm a entertainer only to the degree that it's educational," said Siegal.
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Photo courtesy of Lee Siegal

Siegal's magic ring is blessed
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JAPANESE MOCHI POUNDING
Friday, March 22, 10-2 p.m. 'Ohi'a Cafeteria,
Linda Fujikawa and Moriso Teraoka

Tradition Upheld
By Moriso Teraoka
Staff Writer
Once again the Japanese cultural
tradition of mochi making will be
demonstrated in fro nt of Ohia on
March 22 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Mochi is made with a steamed
glutinous kind Of rice, sometimes
called "sticky" rice as some Asian
countries call it.
The rice is steamed in a wooden
box called "seiro" and when steaming is completed, it is placed in a
stone mortar called "usu" with a pair
of wooden mallets called "kine".

The rice is then kneaded and
· pounded into a thick soft mass that
is "mochi." This mochi is then divided into smaller pieces, flattened
and fi lled with sweetened cooked
beans called "azuki". As a variation
to the azuki filled moc)1i, pieces of
mochi will be rolled with "kinako",
a powder made with roasted soy
beans.
The Japanese language students
will provide the bulk of the man
power but everybody may participate in the making of the mochi. The
mochi will be given away to everybody as long as supplies last.

Students participate in
Machi pounding with the
help of Moriso Teraoka in
last year's f estival.

PERSUASIVE SPEECHES AND LOCAL ISSUES
Friday, March 22, 11-12:30 ·uima 202
Presented by the students of Speech 251

Students speak their mind
By Scott Kaneshiro
Staff Writer

Regina Stampke
modeling
a dress
she brought
from the
Philippines
Photo by Moriso
Teraoka

Local issues will be the topic on
March 22, when students and former
students from Dr. Robert Johnson' s
speech 251 class present speeches concerning issues relevant to Hawai ' i.
Speeches will be given on issues
from Hawai · i ·s past to the present.
These topics include adolescent crime,
Pele, child abuse, illegal pets, Father
Damien, AIDS , and gambling in
Hawai 'i. The speeches will represent the

students own views on the issues
and will provide unique insight
into them.
Some of the students who will
be presenting their papers will be
Tom Murr ay, Don Co vello ,
Sumchay Sipraseuth, Clarence
Kam, Lore Manibus an, Jeff
Nagata, Catherine Gante, Carmel
K wock and Quoc Le.
Thro ughout the semester, instructor Bob Johnson has encouraged his students to use and develop their public speaking skills
by holding forums and debates.

They are now receiving yet another
opportunity to demonstrate their
skills in speech-giving, while also
having the opportunity to share their
views concerning Hawai ' i.
For the past fi ve years , Dr.
Johnson has encouraged his students
to "strive for the highest quality they
can do; to think for themselves and
to be understanding of people." He
asks his students to have trust in
themselves. His students now have
the opportunity to speak their mind
and demonstrate to Dr. Johnson just
what they have learned .

Join us for a
Polynesian Lu'au

FILIPINO DANCE
Friday, March 22, 1-1:50 p.m. Lama Library,
Guest artist: Regina Stampke

Spanish influence
adds style to dance
Regina Stampke, KCC student
will do several Filipino dances. Filipino cultural dance incorporates
much of Spanish social and historical influences.
In various ways, the travails, desires and occupations of the people
are reflected in the dances . The
dances have evolved naturally and
spontaneously in conjunction with
the patterns of daily living. They
have been handed down through
generations until they become part
of a cultural heritage. Most of the
Filipino dances reflect the Spanish
origin in style and rhythm.
The dances that will be highlighted will be:

"La Bella Filipina"
A lovely dance showcasing the
Filipina modesty, as she carries a fan
to coquettishly hide a smile from a
suitor. In elaborate traditional gown,
it is usually danced by the elite of
Spanish society during social gath- ·
erings.
"P~seo de Ilo-ilo"
A dance that evolved from the afternoon walks of the rich Spanish ·
maidens. With their parasols, they t
promenade along the streets of llo- r
ilo.
"Cha-cha La Cumpasita"
Originally introduced by the Spaniards, this dance has now been colored, reshaped and made modern by 1
the Filipino temperament.

Thursday, March 21, 1996
6:00-9:30 p.m. 'Ohi' a Cafeteria
Menu includes: fresh fish poke with limu, Tahitian style marinated
raw fish, lorni lorni salmon, an assortment of tropical fruits, green
mango salad, umu pork, chicken fafa, roasted uru in season, poi kalo,
poi fa'i, and haupia
hula performance by .

Keali'ika'apunihonua Ke'ena A'o Hula
Kumu Hula: Leimomi Ho
Hosted by Chef Alfredo cabacungan and the Students of Asian Pacific Cuisine.

Sponsored by KCC International Festival
Tickets: $15 general admission, $12 KCC students on sale at the Student
Activities office ('Ohi'a 101)8:30-3:30 p.m. 734-9576 or 734-9577
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Students from Sheryl
Akana's music class
practice f or the International f estival.
Photos by Mo riso Teraoka

KIHO• ALU:THEART OF HAWAIIAN SLACK KEY GUITAR
Friday, March 19, II a.m. -12:30 p.m. Lama Library
Guest Musician: Ozzie Kotani performing with students of Music 1220 directed by Sheryl Akana

Sheryl Akaka: creating
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Fran McGowan
Staff Writer
Each weekend, either on a Friday or Saturday night, the Akakas
-Sheryl's four brothers, three sisters, uncles' families, the Rev.
Abraham and Senator Daniel, and
her parents-would gather to learn
about spirituality and music. "The
'Ohana services were very special
for me," said Sheryl Akaka, "Father
played the guitar, and mom played
the piano, while the rest of us either
played our instruments or sang.
Singing was the beginning of music for me. The time spent with our
'Ohana was fun, enjoyable, and unforgettable."
A quiet yet energetic person,
Akaka is recreating that same love
for music, 'ohana style, with her stu-

dents. She is a teacher and lecturer
of piano and guitar for music enthusiasts and a staff member at KCC
and HCC, since 1980. She initiated
the guitar program for Kamehameha
School and gives private lessons
outside her college hours.
Sheryl Akaka was born on Oahu
and raised in Pauoa Valley. She is
also a former Miss Hawai'i of 1969
and semifinalist in the Miss America
Pageant. "For my talent performance in the Miss America Pageant,
I played Rachmaninoff Prelude in
C# Minor on the piano," she said,
"and the pageant was most fun. I experienced something new outside of
Hawai'i."
Because of her musically talented family, her love for Hawaiian
music began at an early age. But
between the ages of 6 and 8, she
became interested in the music of

Chopin and a desire to play the piano. "Mom's knowledge of the piano was an encouragement and
helpful," she said.
Akaka 's love for music motivated her music career. She studied
guitar with George Gilmore in classical music at UH, Keola Beamer
and. Mike McClellan in Hawaiian
slack key, Douglas Forsythe in jazz
guitar, and Peter Coraggio in piano
atUH.
"Personally, I admire all the
slack key artists from the past and
in the present time," Akaka said.
Through her efforts, the Bistro
on KCC campus has become a great
commercial outlet for some of her
students.
The students learn what it is like
to play for an audience by entertaining the guests as they dine from 11
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Tuesdays and

Fridays.
She plans to incorporate this. experience as a requirement for her
MUS 122D class, in the corning semesters.
At this year's International Festival, Akaka and KCC's guitar students will accompany guitar master, music composer and recording
artist, Ozzie Kotani, in performing
Hawaiian slack key music.
Included in the slack key ensemble are students Karen Tomei,
Wade Oshiro, Shannon Chang, Roy
Yonamine, Ipo Kumakahi, AI
Moniz, Dominique Desroches,
Kazu Wataya, Chris Billete, and
Mahealani McGowan. All songs
"Awi wi, ""M au nalo a," and
"Manamana Lele" will be tuned in
"Taro Patch" or G, and "Ewalu"
tuned in Double slack G with F# are
selections by Ozzie Kotani. "This

Playing slack key with Ozzie Kotani
Fran McGowan
Staf!Wrriter
"I consider myself a student, not
a master," reports Ozzie Kotani, "I
have lots to learn." Kotani is arespected teacher, guitarist, composer,
performer and recording artist of Ki
ho'alu, Hawaiian slack key music.
"Slack key is a unique style that
comes from old traditions," he said
"it is oral traditions."
Ozzie Kotani is a native born islander who grew up in Pauoa Valley. In the fourth grade, he learned
to play a little 'ukulele, and then the
tuba and saxophone in high school.
It was in high school when his interest for slack key music began,

after hearing the music of Keola
Beamer, "I was captivated by his
sound," he recalls.
At first, he was unable to tune
the guitar. He experimented with
variety of tunings and used some
harmonics to eventually tune his
hearing to the melody of the strings.
Since then, he has been playing Ki
ho' alu for over 20 years. "Many
people insist I'm a classically
trained guitarist," Kotani said, "this
could not be further from the truth."
During the 1970s, an excitement
for Hawaiian music, culture, and
aloha 'aina, sparked enthusiasm
among many people, especially the
young. The urgent need to seek
nakupuna (the elders) was inspired.
Kotani's arrangement of"Kamalani

0 Keaukaha" reminds him of singer
and Hawaiian social activist George
Helm. "He was a main inspiration
for me trying to play songs associated with vocalists," Kotani said.
Keola Beamer's music greatly
influenced him to seek guitar masters. He enrolled in Peter Mederios'
slack key class at UH, and in 1976
he began studying with the legendary Sonny Chillingworth. "Someday, I want to write a ballad which
reflects my deep feeling of aloha for
Sonny. He will always be an inspiration to me, and not only musically," said Kotani.
In the following years, Kotani
has studied with Ray Kane, pursued
the works of Arthur Issacs and the
acclaimed slack key master Gabby

Pahinui. With long hours of practice, he established his distinctive
four finger style. He has presented
his Ki ho'alu playing in the United
States, Japan, and Spain.
A staff member for 10 years at
the University of Hawai 'i Continuing Education and Community Service, Kotani teaches slack key and
provides private lessons. He has
taught his technique to students and
says that any slack key artist can
originate a personal style which is
uniquely their own. He shares his
knowledge as a way to give back
to others what Sonny Chillingworth
so patiently shared with him.
"That's why I'll show anybody anything they want to see," said
Kotani.

will be fun," says Akaka, "and a opportunity for KCC students to play
slack key."
The guitar ensemble will be performing on March 21, at Ohia 118,
from 9:30 - 11:30 a.m. and at the
talent show which begins at 3:30
and ends at 5 p.m.
Akaka feels that all music is
healing. Not only does she participate with her students at scheduled
concerts and recitals, but her volunteer performances in the community and for the elderly, at places
such as Hale Hoaloha, are greatly
appreciated.
"They may recognize familiar
music or prefer a particular style,"
Akaka said, "but in general, they
will respond to how music makes
them feel. Music is an opportunity
to truly keep in touch with their inner selves-it is really therapeutic;
it is healing."

Staff Writer
Fairy tales, riddles, and rhymes
were not part of my childhood. Instead, mama's Hawaiian slack key,
were my favorite bedtime stories.
Each night I grabbed the guitar,
placing it gently on the rocking
chair. "Ho' okani pila, mama," I
nagged and my little brown eyes
gleamed in delight to see mama
smile and then embrace the guitar.

Once a week on a Sunday or
Monday night, our 'ohana congregated for our prayer meeting.
During our gathering, we sat
and listened to mama's words of
wisdom. But when we heard her say
"Amene" we knew it was time to
enjoy ourselves. We either sang,
danced, or played an instrument
while mama played her guitar.
Somehow, her pia ying conveyed her
words, and we all understood.
"When you play music," she
said, "make nice, soft, and easy for

the ear. Like us Hawaiians, speak
from the heart. Our language and
music is one- the words -sing." As
young as I was at the time, her
words have never left my thoughts.
She told us about when Capt.
Vancouver came to Hawai 'i with
cattle as gifts for King Kamehameha
I. Pleased with this gift, the king set
a tabu, forbidding anyone to harm
the cattle. As years passed, the cattle
multiplied and became a nuisance.
The king decided to bring some
Spanish caballeros, cowboys, to

teach the Hawaiians. Henceforth,
the name paniolo, Hawaiian cowboy, was born. Along with their lassos, boots and hat, they also brought
the guitar.
After each work day, all thecaballeros and paniolos would relax
while the sounds of the guitar entertained everyone. The Hawaiians
were spellbound with its sound.
Soon after, the Spanish left, leaving behind the guitar as a gift. Unable to tune the guitar, the paniolos
devised a style of tuning, technique,
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As a master guitarist, Kotani admires all the slack key artists from
the past, present, and recognizes the
various tuning methods. He prefers
to use the 'Taro Patch' or G tuning
that is most common and was created by old taro patch farmers. "A
good slack key player isn't measured by how many tunings he
knows, it's being able to play almost
any song in one tuning that's impressive," he said.
Kotani feels that "slack key puts
a premium on playing from the heart
with your own special touch." "In
Hawai'i, " he says, "the language
is most important and elements of
it must be kept in the music, even
in instruments, to identify it as Hawaiian."

Memories of Mama, kiho'alu, and the cowboys
Fran McGowan

s,

and music unique to Hawai 'i. Unknowingly and to their amazement,
Ki ho'alu became world renowned.
The Hawaiians had a natural talent for hearing and made their music complement their language. Until this day, mama's Ki ho' alu remains in my thoughts. Her singing,
playing, and tuning still ring in my
ears. I shall never forget those words
that I said to her and what my children and grandchildren now say to
me, "Ho ' okani pila, mama-play
music."
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J. Watumull Fund grant expands festival vision
By Edna Keeton
Staff Writer
This year, the International Festival will include an Indian influence
thanks to the generous cosponsorship of the J. Watumull Fund.
The fund will provide $1800 a
year for three years.
The fund has sponsored a performance by musician Gayathri

Rajapur, a talk by Professor
Adindam Chakrabarti, the Koa Art
Gallery exhibition and the Night in
India.
Mrs. Watumull has also had a
hand in bringing two Indian artists
to campus and in getting Professor
Lee Siegal to speak.
The Fund was established in
Hawai'i during 1985 by president
and director, Gulab Watumull (son

of Jhamandus) as a charitable organization emphasizing support to education, culture and the arts . Since
then, over 20 colleges and universities throughout the United States receive scholarships from one to four
thousand dollars to assist students
from India.
The Fund has also been instrumental in sponsoring cultural exchange programs between students

from local high schools and abroad.
Most of the grants are for educational purposes, but to the extent that
funds are available, grants are made
for other purposes. The J. Watumull
Fund reaches out by also promoting
and sharing the culture of India.
lndru Watumull, spouse ofGulab
Watumull, is committed to ensuring
that the culture and the arts of India
are displayed with prominence and

pride.
Mrs. Watumull has served as an
Academy of Arts docent since 1972
and has been instrumental in the
Watumull Endowment and dedication of the Jhamandus Watumull
Gallery for Indian Art at the Academy.
The fashions that will be modeled
during "A Night in India" dinner will
in fact be Indru 's personal collection.

Indian fashion to be modeled at dinner
By Amy Johnson
Staff Writer
During the International Festival
here at KCC, lndru Watumull will
conduct an informal presentation of
Indian clothing. The show will allow viewers to get acquainted with
India and its fashions.

Indian dress consist of various
styles and fabrics. Some are even
hand embroidered, painted, dyed, or
woven. In India, regions have different styles. There are also styles
for different occasions such as day
wear, evening wear, and formal
wear. The colors vary as well. Some
of the popular ones are red, yellow

and bright pink.
One of the most common item of
clothing is the Sari. It is a long piece
of fabric, sometimes 6 yards long.
There are various ways to drape a
Sari, depending on the region or
style desired.
A few pieces of Indian jewelry
will also be shown in the show. They

are native to India and made in special ways out of different metals,
jewels, and gold.
Many Indians today use jeans and
t-shirts for everyday wear. Some find
these items to be more comfortable.
Western fashion has had a great influence on traditional Indian costumes. This can be s~en in the show

as well.
lndru Watumull who is putting
the show together will be including
many items from her own collection
in the show. Watumull, who has
done many shows has been featured
in Honolulu Magazine.
Unfortunately, the dinner and
show has been sold out.

A Night in India at 'Ohelo Fine Dining Room
By Maha Nijensohn
Staff Writer
This Friday as part of the International Festival a dining event
titled A Night In India will be held
at the ' Ohelo fine dinning room
from 6-10 p.m.
Internationally renowned Chef
Kusuma Cooray and the students
from the 'Ohelo practicum will be

preparing a sumptuous feast of Inman cmsine . Their will be a wide
variety of food from different regions of India. Cooray said that Indian cuisine is a very sensuous and
pleasing experience . Much acre
goes into the cooking of such complicated preparations. The spicing
has to be perfect. Indian food is
sweet, sour, bitter, salty, spicy, and
cooling. Cooray said the food is aro-

matic and the variety of tastes is
very pleasmg to the tongue.

APPETIZER

Samosa
Mint Dip
Vegetable Pakode
with Tamarind Sauce
Lentil Rasam
DEMIENTREE

Chicken-Tandoori style
Tomato Onion Relish
Spicy Chnnna Dhal
Fruit Chutney & Naan. Bread
ENTREE

Vegetable Pilau
Lamb Korma
Whole Pararoes in Yogurt
Sauce Raita
ChuTney
Sauteed Mushrooms
Poppadom
DESSERT

Pistachio Ice Cream with
Berries
Photo by Moriso Teraoka

BEVERAGES

Tea
Coffee

Ethni~
Photo by Moriso Teraoka

Food Service students in Indian attire wait on tables.

IMPROVISATIONAL DANCE
Friday, March 22, 2-2:30, Lama Library
Students in the beginning Modern Dance class
taught by Mimi Wisnosky will demonstrate
dance techniques.

Tuesday
Indian
Soup
Curry rice pilaf
couscous
curry chicken
pita bread

Wednesday
Hawaiian, Deli
Kaluapork
Chicken long rice
PipiKaula
LomiSalmon
Haupia coconut

Chelsea Chong waitressing at a previous International Festival.
The sari belongs to Kusuma Cooray.

Cuisine in the cafeteria
Sweet Potato
Poi or Rice
Chicken luau

Thursday
Chinese
Soup
Eggdrop soup
Entree
Beef Broccoli
Chow Fun or Mein
Fr_iedRice
Beef Tomato
Lemon Chicken

Friday
Filipino
Soup
Sadesade (chicken soup)
Entree
Pancit
PorkAdobo
Pork Gisante
Chicken Adobo
. ,...
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Scholarships

Japanese American Citizens
League National Scholarships are
now available. The 1996 National
Scholarship and Awards Program of
the J ACL is offering scholarships to
students at the undergraduate and
graduate levels. The program also
provides special awards to individuals involved in creative projects that
reflect the Japanese American experience.
Scholarship rankings are based
upon academic achievement, extracurricular activities, community involvement, personal statement and
letter(s) of recommendation. Students must be currently enrolled in
or planning to reenter in Fall 1996
trade school, business school, college, university, or other institution
of higher learning. For graduate
awards, applicants must be currently
enrolled in or planning tu enroll at
an accredited graduate school in Fall
1996. To apply for law scholarships,
applicants must be currently enrolled in or planning to enroll at an
accredited law school in Fall 1996.
Applications should be sent to
JACL National Headquarters, 1765
Sutter St., San F rancisco, CA
94115. For more information, please
contact Jill Kamada at 528-3159.
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Lecture

Corals: Animal, plant, or stone?
Dr. Cindy Hunter introduces the
biology and diversity of coral animals, explains their intimate partnership with algae and reviews the
survival needs and life cycles of
reef-building corals. No reservations are required, but seating is limited. Doors open March 20 at 7 p.m.,
exhibits are open for viewing before
the lectures. For information, call
the Waikiki Aquarium Education
Department at 923-9741 Mon- Fri,
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

~ j.___A_rt_____.
The following will be presented
by the Honolulu Academy of Arts:
American Society of Interior
Designers-Hawai 'i Chapter Presents, "Design As Art As Design."
Gallery 3 will feature spaces and
products that create environments
that are accessible, adaptable, aesthetically pleasing and affordable.
The annual American Society of Interior Designers 1996 Design Award
will be presented on March 22 at the
Honolulu Academy of Arts. The
awards presentation is open to ASID
and Academy members, as well as
the general public. The cost to attend is $20 for ASID and Academy
members, $25 for the general public and $15 for students.
Woman's Day exhibition
A group exhibition of contemporary works by Honolulu-based
women artists including two-dimensional works, sculpture and video.

Curated by Keiko Hatano. March 731
Visual arts for the gifted and
talented grades 1- 6
Two and three dimensional arts
by young people grades 1-6 enrolled
in Windward district public schools.
Organized by the Hawai 'i State
Department of Education. March 23
-31

Jobs
The following are jobs from a list
in the Job Placement Office 111
'llima 103. For information contact
Gemma Williams at 734-9512 .
Data Entry
Hours flexible. To assist medical bill audit department by inputting data from medical bills, making changes to data already entered.
High school graduate. Type 60 wpm
or 10,000 key strokes I IBM-PC, 10
key/sight; lifts 10 lbs; medical billing preferred experience, desire
knowledge of CPT coding.
General Office Clerk
No late afternoons or evenings.
Part-time. Answer the phone, file
and type. type 40 wpm; knowledge
in Windows 95, Windows/MS
Word, Window/Excel. Must be eligible to work in Hawai'i
Medical Receptionist
Part-time. Answer phones,
schedule appointments, authorize
insurance claims, clerical filing,
light typing, etc. Willing to train.
Physical clinic seeking the right individual to man the busy front office.
Diet Clerk
Part-time 16 hours per week,
variable work days; hours vary between 5:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.; must
work weekends and holidays. Responsible for ensuring the provision
of patient meals, tube feeding and
nutritional supplements as prescribed by the physician's diet order. Knowledge of medical term;
one year of clerical exp. Working
in a nutrition, food service or health
care related organization; good English speaking, reading and writing
abilities; legible handwriting; good
math skills; good interpersonal and
communication skills reg. Prior supervisory exp; knowledge of various diet restrictions; menu planning
skills desire; knowledge of food
safety and sanitation procedures;
computer literate and prior exp
working w/ IBM-compatible computer and software (WordPerfect,
Lotus 123, Dbase) pref.
Cook
H.S. grad. or eqmvalent. Previous experience in quantity food production; knowledge of weights,
measures and conversions to cook
and calculate mounts required. Experience in hospital or skilled nursmg facility cooking is desirable and
knowledge of modified diets is helpful.
Patient Services Representative
H.S. grad. or equivalent. Experienced with hospital/M.D. insurance billing. Knowledge in office
functions, good numerical/clerical
skills and customer service oriented.
Business school grad. preferred.
Maintenance Worker
H.S. grad. or equivalent; previous utility type work experience and
good communication skills required.

Recreation Aide
H.S. grad or equivalent. Expenence working with children, adolescents and adults in psychiatric sethng. Knowledge of recreation, planning, implementing activities. CPR,
Water Safety certification. Good
written communication skiils.
Medical Assistant
FT, ALLERGY (Pali Momi and
King St.), M-F 8 a.rn.-4:30 p.m.; Sat
8 a.m.-12 noon ; rotate to Pah Morni
3x/week. Performs duties and procedures with supervision and/or
guidance by a licensed nurse or physician for patients of all ages.
Graduate of medical assistant pwgram req. Must pass pharmacology
exam w/in three months or hire. Previous allergy exp pref.
PT 24 hrs/wk, GERIATRICS,
M-F (3 days/wk) 8 a.m.-4:30p.m.
(approx). Grad of med. asst. program or one yr. equiv. nursing prog
reg. Prev exp pref.
Clinical Aide
FT, HAWAI'I KAIIINTERNAL
MEDICINE, M-F 8 a.m.-5 p.m. , alt
112 day Sat. Proof of NA or med
ass ' t cert. or equi v. reg. Knowledge
of medical terminology pref.
PT, PEDIATRICS, 20 hrs/wk,
M-sat, mainly mornings, but must

be flexible. Assist physicians w/ all
functions of Pediatrics dept. Clime
aide.

~ j Activities
Kama'aina Day at Mission
Houses Museum
Free admission for Hawai 'i residents . Story telling, 19th century
games on the lawn and guided tours.
For more information, call 5310481. On March 2.
Bobby Warren and the Dangerous Band are performing live on
campus . April 1, 12-1 p.m. at the
' - hia cafeteria.
Family Health Planning
A representative from Queen
Emma Clinic will be providing
condoms and information about
family health planning. April 2, 121 p.m. at the '-hia cafeteria.
S. Radhakrishnan, Professor and
President of India
"Brown Bag" talk by Jagdish
Sharma, professor of history. March
21, 12-1:30 p.m. at UH Center for
Biographical Research.
Configuring Pacific Diasporas:

Campus Workshops
March 19
Dental Assisting.
10 a.m. in Kauila 113. Program orientation/information session
of admissions and program requirements. Robyn Wong, program
director. For more information call 734-9270.
April I
SOS Workshop
12p.m.- 1:15 p.m. in 'Ilia hi 228F. Exam strategies. Learn the keys
to successful essay exam responses and the secrets of memorizahon
with Jim Shimabukuro and Joyce DiCesare. For more information
call Gail Harada at 734-9342.

Indigenous and Immigrant Communities
Hawai'i Pacific and Pacific
Northwest Joint Regional Conference of the Association for Asian
Amencan Studies examines notions
about indigenous and immigrant
communities as population groups
become ever more far-flung . March
24-26, at Ala Moana Hotel. Contact
Amy Agbayani, SEED, UH MAnoa,
phone 956-4567, fax 956-9240, email agbayam@hawaii.edu.

~~

Classes

"Managing Stress and Chronic
Pain"
Sponsored by the Hawai 'i Lupus
Foundation on Sat., Mar. 23, at the
Kuakmi Medical Center 111 Room
PB5, from 1 p.m-3 p.m. Learn ways
to deal with stress and how to manage chronic pain. Public invited.
Free. For more information, call
Irene Chatterley at 538-1522.
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HONOLULU. HI 96816
(808) 734-2240
FAX (808) 734-0652
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